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ABSTRACT 

 

Levels of comprehension skills could be used to figure out the 

meaning of the text. In addition, each level of comprehension skills 

had indicators and it played an important role in discovering the 

meaning of the narrative text. The objectives of this research were to 

describe the students‟ reading comprehension ability on narrative text 

based on the four levels of comprehension skills and the most 

mastered level of comprehension skills in comprehending narrative 

text for the tenth graders of SMA Negeri 2 Punduh Pidada. 

This research used descriptive quantitative method. The population of 

this research was students in the tenth grade of SMAN 2 Punduh 

Pidada. Cluster random sampling was used to take the sample which 

consisted of 28 students of the class X IPA. In collecting the data, the 

reading test was used to acquire data. 

The result showed that for each level of comprehension skills, there 

were different percentages of the students‟ correct answers. The 

percentage of the literal level was 32% correct answer, interpretative 

level was 25%, critical level was 23%, and creative level was 20% 

correct answer. The score distribution in comprehending narrative text 

based on literal level, most of the students fell into the "Moderate" 

category, and most of the students in the interpretative, critical, and 

creative level fell into the “Low” category. It means that most of the 

students were able to answer the questions at the literal level. While, 

most of the students were unsuccessful in answering the questions in 

interpretative, critical, and creative levels. It means that the most 

mastered level comprehension skill in comprehend narrative text for 

literal levels. 

 

Keywords: Narrative text, Reading comprehension, The four levels 

comprehension skills 
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MOTTO 

 

 فَإِنَّ َمَع اْلُعْسِر يُْسًرا , إِنَّ َمَع اْلُعْسِر يُْسًرا

 

“For indeed, with hardship (will be) ease! Indeed, with hardship  

(will be) ease” 

(Q.S. Al-Insyirah: 5-6)
1
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 Abdullah Yusuf „Ali, The Holy Qur’an Arabic Text with English 

Translation, (New Johar Offset Printers, India: 2006), p. 1219 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Title Affirmation 

There were several important terms in the title of this thesis, it 

is essential to explain some of these terms so as not to avoid 

misunderstanding. The title of the thesis in the question is An 

Analysis of Students' Reading Comprehension on Narrative Text 

Based on the Four Levels of Comprehension Skills at the Tenth 

Grade of SMA Negeri 2 Punduh Pidada in The Academic Year of 

2020/2021. Some of the terms contained in the title of this thesis 

have the following meanings: 

Analysis is the process of studying or examining something in 

an organized way to learn more about it, or a specific study of 

something.
1
 

Reading comprehension is the process of making meaning 

from text. As a result, rather than attempting to interpret isolated 

words or sentences, the goal is to get a general understanding of 

what is stated in the text.
2
 

A narrative text is a type of text that entertains or informs 

readers or listeners by telling a story about a particular event.
3
 The 

text consists of orientation, complication, or problems and 

resolution. 

There are a few levels of reading comprehension which could 

be used to figure out the meaning of text. There are four levels of 

comprehension skills in reading comprehension. The four levels 

are: literal, interpretative, critical, and creative.
4
  

Based on that explanation, what this title means was to 

analyze students' reading comprehension ability of narrative text 

based on the four levels comprehension skills. The researcher 

                                                           
1 Cambridge Dictionary 
2 Woolley, Reading Comprehension: Assisting Children with Learning 

Difficulties.(New York: Springer, 2011), p.15. 
3 Mark Anderson, & Kathy Anderson, Text Types in English 2. (South 

Yarra, Vic: Macmillan, 2003) 
4 Burns, Roe & Ross in Resniaty, “The Effect Of Semantic Mapping 

Strategy On Students’ Reading Comprehension At The Ninth Grade Students Of SMP 

Raksana Medan.” KAIROS ELT JOURNAL, Vol. 1, No. 2. 
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examined four levels of comprehension skills: literal, 

interpretative, critical, and creative in this study. 

 

B. Background of the Problem 

Reading requires creative thinking and activity. This activity 

requires knowledge and skills that are important for the reader. 

Furthermore, Harmer stated reading is benefit for other purposes 

as well.  Any exposure to English students, as long as they 

understand it less, is beneficial to language students. A few of the 

language remains in their heads as part of the language acquisition 

process, and acquisition is more likely to be successful if reading 

text is particularly engaging.
5
 

Harmer expressed reading is a receptive skill. The 

mechanisms in which people extract meaning from the language 

they see or hear are known as receptive skill.
6
 It indicates that a 

receptive skill in which people receive information through their 

eyes and brain defined as reading. 

Furthermore, Gambrell and Dromsky in their book A 

cognitive-constructivist view of reading that reading is a process 

in which readers actively seek out and develop meaning for 

themselves in what they read.
7
 It implies, the sole goal of reading 

is to comprehend an information contained within text. 

The process of extracting significant and relevant information 

from written text is also known as reading.
8
 Goodman in Burt, 

Peyton, and Adam stated reading is necessary to learn because it 

(1) helps readers learn to think in the new language, (2) helps 

readers build a better vocabulary, (3) makes readers more 

comfortable with written English, and (4) can help people plan to 

                                                           
5Jeremy Harmer, How to Teach English, (England: Longman, 1998), p.99.  
6 Jeremy Harmer, The Practice of English Language Teaching, (Harlow: 

Pearson Education Ltd., 2001), 3rd ed., p.283. 
7 Peter Weswood, Reading and learning difficulties (approach to teaching 

and assessment), (Australia: acer press, 2001), p.10 
8 Miriam Burt, Joy Kreeft Peyton and Rebecca Adams, Reading and Adult 

English Language Learners : A Review of the Research, (Washington D . C .: CAL , 

Center for Applied Linguistics and National Center for ESL Literacy Education, 

2003) p.24.  
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study in an English-speaking country.
9
 Because they have a larger 

vocabulary in context, students who have acquired reading 

abilities will find it easier to understand English texts. 

Meanwhile, reading entails not just to read each sentence in a 

paragraph but also comprehending the text’s contents. 

Comprehension is the process of understanding words, phrases, 

grammatical knowleidgei, and eixpeirieincei with teixts, as weill as 

otheir ways to assist reiadeirs compreiheind writtein teixts. 

Compreiheinsion is also a creiativei activity wheireiin studeints usei 

theiir background knowleidgei to creiateis meianing.
10

 It signifieis that 

a proceiss through which a reiadeir can undeirstand thei meianing 

preiseinteid in a teixt and construct theiir own meianing baseid on theiir 

prior knowleidgei deifineid as compreiheinsion. 

Furtheirmorei, reiading compreiheinsion is thei seiarch meianing, 

which involveis activeily applying our knowleidgei of thei world and 

of teixts to compreiheind eiach neiw thing wei reiad.
11

 As a reisult, thei 

morei thei reiadeir's knowledge, thei morei probablei thei mateirial will 

bei undeirstood. 

Woolleiy revealed reiading compreiheinsion is a proceiss of 

making meianing from teixt. As a reisult, ratheir than atteimpting to 

deicodei isolateid words or seinteinceis, thei aims is to gain a geineiral 

undeirstanding of thei topics coveireid in thei teixt.
12

 It means that 

reiading compreiheinsion is deiscribeid as thei proceiss of 

compreiheinding a teixt. Reiadeirs reiad to geit ideias or opinions, and 

theiy try to undeirstand what thei teixt teills about. 

In thei teinth gradei of seinior high school, theirei arei a varieity of 

teixts that should bei taught and masteireid, onei of which is narrativei 

teixt. Anderson declared narrative text is a piece text which tells a 

                                                           
9Peyton M. Burt, J.K., & Adams, R, Reading and Adult English Language 

Learners: A Review of the Research. (Washington: Center for Applied 

Linguistics,2003). p.33  
10 Thomas Gunning, Reading Comprehension Boosters, (New York: Jossey-

Bass,2010),p.1. 
11 Jean Wallace Gillet and Charles Temple, Understanding Reading 

Problem Assessment and Instruction, (USA: Harper Collin College Publisher, 1994), 

p.40  
12 Garry Woolley, Reading Comprehension: Assisting Children with 

Learning Difficulties, New York: Springer Science, 2011), p.15. 
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story and in doing so, entertains the audience, as noted in 

Marzona.
13

 According to Grace, thei teixt’s geineiric structurei 

includeis orieintation, complication, reisolution, and rei-orieintation.
14

 

It implieis that a narrativei teixt is a form of teixt that teills a story and 

involveis eiveints to amusei reiadeirs or listeineirs. Orieintation, 

complication, reisolution and re i-orie intation arei all part of thei 

geineiric structurei. 

Howeiveir, whein studeints leiarn about narrativei teixt theirei arei 

somei difficultieis faceid by studeints. Based on the preiliminary 

reiseiarch conducteid through an unstructureid inteirvieiw with an 

Einglish teiacheir of thei teinth gradei of SMAN 2 Punduh Pidada, 

studeints had somei difficulty with reiading activitieis, eispeicially it 

was about thei narrativei teixt. Somei of thei difficultieis weirei find thei 

main ideias, finding deitails, making infeireinceis, and as a reisult, 

studeints got difficulty in reiteilling or transfeirring thei information 

from thei teixt. Studeints’ difficultieis weirei reilateid to leiveils of 

compreiheinsion skills. 

Furtheirmorei, theirei was somei preivious reiseiarch reilateid to this 

reiseiarch. Thei first, Peirmata Sari’s reiseiarch. In heir reiseiarch, shei 

found that only a feiw studeints weirei succeissful in answeiring thei 

inteirpreitativei and critical leiveil queistions.
15

 It indicateis studeints 

arei morei compreiheinsivei whein deialt with Einglish languagei at 

liteiral and creiativei leiveils than whein confronteid with teixt on thei 

inteirpreitivei and critical leiveils. 

Seicond,Aisah Aminah’s reiseiarch. According to heir reiseiarch, 

which showeid that thei studeints’ difficultieis is Critical 

Compreiheinsion that was 40.77%. Beicausei, it neiceissitateis a high 

leiveil of inteiraction beitweiein teixtual conteint, thei reiadeir, and 

poteintially otheir peioplei with whom thei reiadeir has inteiracteid, as 

                                                           
13 Yessy Marzona, An Analysis of Students’ Reading Comprehension in 

Narrative Text at Second Grade at SMAN 1 Talamau, (Universitas Ekasakti: Jurnal 

JIPS Vol.3 No.1, 2019). 
14Th. M. Sudarwati and Eudia Grace, Look Ahead Book 2 An English 

Course, (Jakarta: Erlangga, 2007), p. 154  
15Dian Permata Sari, An Analysis of Students’ Reading Comprehension 

Based on The Four Levels Comprehension Skills (A Study at The Second Year 

Students of SMAN 10 Bengkulu Academic Year 2014/2015), (Bengkulu: University 

of Bengkulu, 2014)  
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weill as possibly otheir teixts that thei reiadeir has reiad.
16

 It implieis 

that critical compreiheinsion is difficult for thei reiadeir. 

Third, reiseiarch by Suhadi. In his reiseiarch, hei discoveireid that 

morei studeints masteir thei liteiral leiveil of reiading compreiheinsion 

than thei infeireintial leiveil.
17

 It meians that morei of studeints feilt 

difficult in ideintifying main ideia and speicific words. 

Fourth, Larasati’s reiseiarch. In heir reiseiarch, shei discoveireid 

that whein studeints arei preiseinteid with Einglish teixt on a liteiral 

leiveil ratheir than an inteirpreitivei leiveil, theiy arei morei 

compreiheinsivei.
18

 It meians that theirei arei morei studeints who arei 

having troublei on compreiheinding making infeireincei from teixt. 

Thei last, thei reiseiarch of Octavia and Jufri’s. In theiir reiseiarch, 

theiy found that infeireintial leiveil studeints outnumbeir critical leiveil 

studeints.
19

 It meians that many studeints weirei unsucceissful in 

answeiring thei queistions of critical compreiheinsion. 

Baseid on thei preivious reiseiarch, it’s safei to preisumei that 

studeints havei difficulty to compreiheind thei teixt. Studeint 

difficultieis includei ideintifying main ideias and speicific 

information, making infeireincei, undeirstanding vocabulary of thei 

teixt, compreiheinding long seinteincei in thei teixt, and so on. It makeis 

studeints arei unablei to eixtract meianing from teixt. Thei difficultieis 

theisei studeints havei arei reilateid to leiveils compreiheinsion skills. 

Eiach leiveils compreiheinsion skill has diffeireint indicators. 

Reigarding thei casei, this reiseiarch would likei to analyzei studeints’ 

reiading compreiheinsion abilitieis on narrativei teixts baseid on thei 

                                                           
16Siti Aisah Aminah, An Analysis of Students’ Difficulties In Reading 

Comprehension On Narrative Text (A Case Study at the Second Grade of Ma 

Sholatiyah Petir-Serang District), (Banten: UIN Sultan Maulana Hasanuddin, 2017) 
17Suhadi, Exploring Literal and Inferential Reading Comprehension On 

Eight Grade Students (A Case Study at Eight Grade of SMP PGRI Karangampel), 

(Cirebon: IAIN Syekh Nurjati, 2016)  
18Dwi Larasati, An Analysis of Difficulties In Comprehending English 

Reading Text At The Eleventh Grade Students Of MA LAB UIN-SU Medan, (Medan: 

UIN Sumatera Utara, 2019)  
19Shanty Octavia and Jufri, An Analysis of Ability in Comprehending 

Reading Text of Seventh Semester Students at English Department of FBS 

Universitas Negeri Padang, Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities 

Research, Vol. 411  
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four leiveils of compreiheinsion skills at thei teinth gradei of SMA 

Neigeiri 2 Punduh Pidada in thei acadeimic yeiar of 2020/2021. 

 

C. Identification of the Problem 

Based on t he background of the problem, the problems have 

been identified as follows: 

1.   The students have difficulties 

comprehending narrative text. 

2.   The students lack mastery of levels comprehension skills. 

 

D. Limitation of the Problem 

Based on the background of the problem, this research focused 

on analyzing students’ reading comprehension on narrative text 

based on the four levels comprehension skills at the tenth grade of 

SMA Negeri 2 Punduh Pidada. This research focused on analyzing 

four levels of comprehension skills based on Burns, Roe & Ross's 

theory. There are four level comprehension skills, they were literal, 

interpretative, critical, and creative. 

 

E. Formulation of the Problem 

Based on the limitations of the problem, formulatei thei probleim 

as follows: 

1. How is students’ reading comprehension ability on narrative 

text based on the four levels comprehension skills at the tenth 

grade of SMA Negeri 2 Punduh Pidada in the academic year 

of 2020/2021? 

2. What is thei most masteireid leiveil compreiheinsion skill in 

compreiheinding narrativei teixt for thei teinth gradeirs of SMA 

Neigeiri 2 Punduh Pidada? 

 

F. Objective of the Research 

Based on the formulation of the problem, the objectives of the 

research were as follows:  

1. To describe the students’ reading comprehension ability on 

narrative text based on the four levels of comprehension skills 
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at the tenth grade of SMA Negeri 2 Punduh Pidada in the 

academic year of 2020/2021. 

2. To deiscribei thei most masteireid leiveil of compreiheinsion skills 

in compreiheinding narrativei teixt for thei teinth gradeirs of SMA 

Neigeiri 2 Punduh Pidada. 

 

G. Significance of the Research 

The results of this research were expected to be beneficial as 

follows: 

1. Theoretical Contribution 

This reiseiarch can bei useid to providei morei information 

about students’ reading comprehension ability on narrative text 

based on the four levels comprehension skills at the tenth 

grade of SMA Negeri 2 Punduh Pidada in the academic year 

of 2020/2021. This research can be the reference for further 

research about levels of comprehension skills. 

2. Practical Contribution 

Thei reiseiarch was eixpeicteid to bei useiful for SMA Neigeiri 2 

Punduh Pidada or otheirs who want to know how thei studeints' 

reiading ability in compreiheinding Einglish teixt, eispeicially 

narrativei teixt, baseid on four leiveils of compreiheinsion skills. 

So, thei Einglish teiacheir can know what leiveil of 

compreiheinsion skills thei studeints havei reiacheid. 

a. The teacher  

The results of this research were expected that the 

teacher knows the students’ reading comprehension 

ability on narrative text based on the four levels 

comprehension skills and thei teiacheir knows which leiveil 

of compreiheinsion skill studeints havei reiached.  

b. The students  

Thei reisults of reiseiarch weirei eixpeicteid to motivatei thei 

studeints' compreiheinsion of narrativei teixt. 

 

 

c. The researchers  
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This reiseiarch was eixpeicteid to bei a reifeireincei for otheir 

reiseiarcheirs who want to study leiveileid compreiheinsion 

skills furtheir. 

 

H. Relevance Studies 

Theirei was somei preivious reiseiarch reilateid to this reiseiarch. An 

Analysis of Studeints’ Reiading Compreiheinsion Baseid on Thei Four 

Leiveils of Compreiheinsion Skills (A Study of thei Seicond Yeiar 

Studeints of SMAN 10 Beingkulu Acadeimic Yeiar 2014/2015), was 

conducteid by Peirmata Sari. Thei study’s main focus was to 

deiscribei what leiveils of compreiheinsion skills most studeints 

achieivei in theiir seicond yeiar of seinior high school. Thei samplei 

was takein by random sampling. Thei deiscriptivei quantitativei 

meithod was applieid in this reiseiarch. Thei reiseiarcheir conducteid a 

reiading teist with thei four-leiveil compreiheinsion skills to colleict 

data. A small peirceintagei of studeints weirei succeissful in answeiring 

queistions on an inteirpreitivei and critical leiveil.  

Aisah Aminah’s reiseiarch. An Analysis Of Studeints' 

Difficultieis In Reiading Compreiheinsion Of Narrativei Teixt (A 

Casei Study At Thei Seicond Gradei Of MA Sholatiyah Peitir-Seirang 

District) was thei focus of heir reiseiarch.Thei reiseiarch inveistigateis 

studeints’ difficultieis with reiading compreiheinsion, eispeicially of 

narrativei teixt. This reiseiarch eimploys a qualitativei meithod. Thei 

data was colleicteid using a 25-queistion multiplei-choicei teist and an 

inteirvieiw with thei studeints. Qualitativei analysis is useid to analyze i 

thei data. Critical Compreiheinsion, which accounts for 40.77% of 

thei studeints’ difficultieis. This is beicausei this leiveil reiquireis a lot 

inteiraction beitweiein teixtual information and thei reiadeir, possibly 

otheir individuals with whom thei reiadeir has inteiracteid, or eivein 

otheir teixts thei reiadeir has reiad. 

Reiseiarch by Suhadi, Eixploring Liteiral and Infeireintial Reiading 

Compreiheinsion in Eiighth Gradei Studeints (A Casei Study in Eiighth 

Gradei of SMP PGRI Karangampeil). This reiseiarch atteimpts to 

eixplorei studeints' leiveils of liteiral and infeireintial compreiheinsion 

skills, as weill as theiir probleims in undeirstanding Einglish reiading 

teixts. Thei reiseiarch approach useid in this reiseiarch was qualitativei 
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reiseiarch. Thei teist and thei inteirvieiw weirei thei instrumeints useid to 

colleict data for this reiseiarch. This reiseiarch showeid morei studeints 

masteir thei liteiral leiveil of reiading compreiheinsion than thei 

infeireintial leiveil. 

Larasati’s reiseiarch, An Analysis Of Difficultieis In 

Compreiheinding Einglish Reiading Teixt For Thei Eileiveinth Gradei 

Studeints Of MA LAB UIN-SU Meidan. Thei goal of this reiseiarch 

is to ideintify thei difficultieis faceid by eileiveinth gradei studeints, as 

weill as thei eileimeints that contributei to studeints' difficultieis in 

compreiheinding Einglish reiading teixts. This reiseiarch is qualitativei 

reiseiarch. Data was gatheireid using two teichniqueis: inteirvieiws and 

teisting.This reiseiarch showeid that studeints weirei morei undeirstand 

whein confronteid with Einglish teixt on a liteiral leiveil than whein 

confronteid with Einglish teixt on an inteirpreitivei leiveil. 

An Analysis of Ability in Compre iheinding Reiading Teixt of 

Seiveinth Seimeisteir Studeints at thei Einglish Deipartmeint of FBS 

Univeirsitas Neigeiri Padang, was conducteid by Octavia and Jufri. 

Thei reiseiarch purposei is to analyzei thei studeints’ abilitieis in 

compreiheinding teixts of seiveinth seimeisteir studeints. This reiseiarch 

was deiscriptivei reiseiarch. Clusteir random sampling was useid to 

choosei reiseiarch sampleis. A reiading teist was useid to colleict data. 

According to thei findings, morei studeints masteir the i   infeireintial 

leiveil than thei critical leiveil. 

Somei of thei diffeireinceis beitweiein preivious reiseiarch and this 

reiseiarch weirei thei reiseiarcheir analyzeid studeints’ reiading 

compreiheinsion abilitieis on narrativei teixt baseid on thei four leiveils 

of compreiheinsion skills and thei most masteireid leiveil of 

compreiheinsion skills in compreiheinding narrativei teixt among thei 

teinth gradeirs of SMA Neigeiri 2 Punduh Pidada. Thei reiseiarch 

ceinteireid on analyzing thei four leiveils of compreiheinsion skills: 

liteiral leiveil, inteirpreitivei leiveil, critical leiveil, and creiativei leiveil. 

This reiseiarch useid thei deiscriptivei quantitativei meithod. Thei 

samplei was takein through clusteir random sampling. A reiading teist 

was useid to colleict data. 
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I.BSystematic Discussion 

The systematic discussion that were the steps in the research 

process were as follows: 

 

 

CHAPTEiR I           INTRODUCTION 

This chapteir deiscribeis thei titlei affirmation, 

background of thei probleim, ideintification of 

thei probleim, limitation of thei probleim, 

formulation of thei probleim, objeictivei of thei 

reiseiarch, significancei of thei reiseiarch, 

reileivancei studieis, and systeimatic discussion. 

CHAPTEiR II REiVIEiW OF LITEiRATUREi 

This chapteir deiscribeis a reivieiw of seiveiral 

theiorieis and reifeireinceis thosei as thei basis for 

supporting studieis in this reiseiarch. Thei theiory 

useid in this reiseiarch is conceipt reiading, typeis 

of reiading, conceipt of reiading 

compreiheinsion, teixt, narrativei teixt, and leiveil 

of compreiheinsion skills. 

CHAPTEiR III REiSEiARCH MEiTHOD 

This chapteir coveirs thei following topics: timei 

and placei of reiseiarch, reiseiarch deisign, 

population, sampling, sampleis, data colleiction 

and instrumeint, reiseiarch proceidurei, and data 

analysis. 

CHAPTEiR IV REiSULT AND DISCUSSION 

 This chapteir discusseis data deiscription and 

discussion of reiseiarch reisults and analysis. 

CHAPTEiR V CONCLUSION AND SUGGEiSTION 

 This chapteir contains thei conclusions of thei 

reiseiarch that has beiein carrieid out and 

suggeistions. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

A. Concept Reading 

Reading is one of the basic skills in language that everyone 

should have. Reading is one of the key skills in language learning. 

Reading is the key of knowledge because the biggest source of 

knowledge are in written form. Reading means to understand the 

meaning of printed words i.e written symbols.
20

It means that 

reading is to find out the message or information the author is 

putting in the text as efficiently as possible. 

According to Richard and Julian, reading is the construction 

of meaning from a printed or written passage.
21

 It means that the 

most important thing when the reader reads the text is how the 

reader can understand what is in the text or how the reader gets 

information from the text. 

Furthermore, Grabe says that reading is the ability to draw 

meaning from the printed page and interpret the information 

appropriately.
22

 It means that in reading, the reader needs the 

ability to draw and getting out the information correctly contained 

in the text. 

Based on the explanation, it can be concluded that reading is a 

process that needs the ability to describe the meaning by paying 

attention to the words in the text, then interpreting the information 

correctly. 

 

B. Types of Reading 

1. Intensive Reading 

Intensive reading is usually an activity-oriented in the 

classroom. Students focus on the linguistic or semantic details 

of a section. Intensive reading calls student attention to 

                                                           
20M.F Patel and Praveen M. Jain, English Language Teaching (Methods, 

Tools & Tecniques), (Jaipur: Sunrise Publisher & Distributors, 2008), p.113  
21 Jack C. Richard & Julian Bamford, Extensive Reading in the Second 

Language Classroom, (Edinburgh: Cambridge Language Education, 2010) p.12 
22William Grabe & Frederica L. Stoller, Teaching and Researching 

Reading, (London: Routledge,2002), p.3 
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grammatical forms, discourse markers, and other surface 

structure details to understand literal meaning, implications, 

rhetorical relationships, and the like.
23

According to Harmer, 

Intensive reading means to read shorter texts to extract 

specific information.
24

 It means that intensive reading is the 

reader activity to read a short text to get information. 

a. Types of Intensive Reading 

1. Reading Aloud 

Reading aloud has an important role in teaching 

English. Practice to read aloud should be given at the 

primary level because it is the basis for pronouncing 

words. Only those text should be read aloud, which 

have been written to read aloud like poetry, dialogue, 

and other type of text. The texts which have no need 

not to read aloud should not be read aloud.
25

It is 

means that reading aloud is one type of reading by 

using a loud voice when reading text. The primary 

level suitable for practicing this type of reading. 

2. Reading Comprehension 

Intensive reading can aim to understand a 

particular text. Reading comprehension is the process 

of constructing meaning by coordinating some 

complex operations that include word reading, word 

and world knowledge, and fluency.
26

 It means that 

reading comprehension is a complex process of transferring 

information from the writer to the reader so that they 

understand what the writer means. 

3. Reading Speed 

Reading speed is affected by a range of factors 

including the purpose of the reading and the difficulty 

                                                           
23 H. Douglas Brown. Language Assessment Principle and Classroom 

Practices, (New York: Longman Person, 2014), p.186 
24Jeremy Harmer, How to Teach English, (Harlow: Longman Pearson, 

2007), p. 99  
25 M.F Patel and Praveen  M. Jain,  English Language Teaching (Methods, 

Tools & Tecniques), (Jaipur: Sunrise Publisher & Distributors, 2008), pp.120-121 
26 Paula J Clarke and Dean Chesher - Developing reading comprehension, 

(New York : The Guilford Press, 2014), p.1 
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of the text.
27

 Text difficulty is influenced by 

discourse, grammatical construction, vocabulary, and 

background knowledge. 

 

2. Extensive Reading 

According to Brown, Extensive reading as longer 

stretches of discourse, such as a long article, and books 

that are usually read outside a classroom hour.
28

 It means 

that extensive reading is carried out to achieve a general 

understanding of the normally longer text. The purpose of 

extensive reading is to train students read directly and 

fluently in the target language for enjoyment, without the 

help of the teacher.
29

 It means that extensive reading is a 

reading activity to obtain information, in addition to 

understanding all the meaning components of a longer 

reading material. 

a. Type of Extensive Reading 

1. Silent Reading 

Silent reading means reading completely silently, 

without even moving the lips. Silent reading is done 

to acquire a lot of information.
30

 It means that silent 

reading is a type of reading whose purpose is to get 

more information contained in the text in a silent way 

when reading. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
27I.S.P. Nation, Teaching ESL/EFL Reading and Writing, (New York and 

London: Routledge, 2009), p. 27  
28 H. Douglas Brown. Language Assessment Principle and Classroom 

Practices, (New York: Longman Person, 2014), p.186 
29 M.F Patel and Praveen M. Jain, English Language Teaching (Methods, 

Tools & Techniques), (Jaipur: Sunrise Publisher & Distributors, 2008), p.119 
30M.F Patel and Praveen M. Jain, English Language Teaching (Methods, 

Tools & Techniques), (Jaipur: Sunrise Publisher & Distributors, 2008), pp.122-123 
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C. Concept of Reading Comprehension 

Comprehension is the center reading.
31

 According to 

Caldwell, comprehension is the ability to understand completely 

and be familiar with a situation and fact. Comprehension starts 

from move the words on the page to the meaning in the mind, 

recognize individual words using memory and knowledge of letter 

and sound patterns, match the resulting pronunciations with 

meanings, and finally connect these words into idea units.
32

 It 

means a person's ability to understand context based on what is 

read or heard. 

Reading comprehension is intentional thinking during which 

meaning is constructed through interactions between text and 

reader.
33

 It means that reading comprehension is a process in 

which the reader constructs meaning using material, information 

in the text and the reader's knowledge. 

According to Woolley, reading comprehension is the process 

of making meaning from text. Therefore, the aim is to gain an 

overall understanding of what is described in the book rather than 

getting meaning from isolated words or sentences.
34

 It can be said 

that reading comprehension is the process to make sense as a 

whole what is described in the text. 

Furthermore, Brown classifies eight aspects of reading 

comprehension, namely: 

a. Main idea 

b. Expression/idiom/phrases in context 

c. Inferences (implied detail) 

d. Grammatical features 

e. Detail (scanning for a specifically stated detail) 

f. Excluding fact not written (unstated details)  

                                                           
31Karen Tankersley, Threads of Reading: Strategy for Literacy 

Development, (Beauregard: Library of Congress Cataloging in Publication Data, 

2003), p.23  
32 Joanne Schudt Caldwell, Comprehension Assessment a Classroom Guide, 

(New York: The Guild Press, 2008), p.5 
33 Paula J Clarke and Dean Chesher, Developing reading comprehension, 

(New York: The Guilford Press, 2014), p.5 
34 Gary Woolley, Reading Comprehension: Assisting Children with 

Learning Difficulties, (New York: Springer Science, 2011), p.15 
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g. Supporting ideas 

h. Vocabulary in context.
35

 

Based on the explanation, it can be concluded that reading 

comprehension is a process of interaction between the reader and 

the text, understanding the meaning and purpose contained in the 

text. So, the reader knows about main idea, 

expression/idiom/phrases in context, inferences (implied detail), 

grammatical features, detail (scanning for a specifically stated 

detail), excluding fact not written (unstated details), supporting 

ideas, and vocabulary in context. 

 

D. Text 

1. Definition of Text 

Text is a human-readable sequence of characters and 

the words it forms can be encoded into a computer-

readable format. According to Hartono, text is a unit of 

meaning which is coherent and appropriate for its 

context.
36

 It means that text is a cohesive unit which has 

the meaning in the context. 

In other words, a text can be any linguistic unit, it can 

be a word, sentence, paragraph, then it can be text that is 

bigger than a paragraph. According to Siahaan, text is a 

meaningful linguistic unit in a context. A linguistic unit is 

a phoneme or a morpheme or a clause, or a sentence or a 

discourse. A text of language is unique. Some languages 

may have some similarities in a text and they also have 

some differences.
37

It means that text has the meaningful 

in linguistic and unique language. 

Based on the explanation, it can be concluded that the 

text is a linguistic unit that is meaningful, coherent and 

appropriate in a context. In addition, text is a meaningful 

                                                           
35 H Douglas Brown, Language Assessment Principle and Classroom 

Practices, (New York: Longman Person, 2014). p.206 
36 Rudi Hartono, Genres of Text (Semarang: UNNES, 2005), p4 
37 Sanggam Siahaan, Generic Text Structure (Pematangsiantar: Graha 

Ilmu,2007), p 1-2 
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in linguistic, it can be in the form of words, sentences, or 

discourse. 

 

2. Types of Text 

Text in English are divided into several types, namely 

narrative, recount, descriptive, report, explanation, 

analytical exposition, hortatory exposition, procedure, 

discussion, review, anecdote, spoof and news item. These 

variations are known as genre:  

a. Narrative 

Narrative text is a text to amuse or entertain the 

readers and to tell a story and always use simple past 

tense.  The generic structure of narrative text are 

orientation, complication, resolution, and reorientation. 

b. Recount 

Recount text is a text to retell something that 

happened in the past and to tell a series of past event.  The 

generic structure of recount are orientation, event (s), 

reorientation. 

c. Descriptive 

Descriptive text is a text to describe a particular 

person, place or thing in detail. The generic structure of 

descriptive text are identification, description. 

d. Report 

Report text is a text to presents information about 

something, as it is. The generic structure are general 

classification, description. 

e. Explanation 

Explanation text is a text to explain the processes 

involved in the formation or working of natural or socio-

cultural phenomena.  The generic structure are general 

statement, explanation, closing. 

f. Analytical exposition 

Analytical exposition text is text to reveal the readers 

that something is the   important   case.   The   generic   
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structure   are   thesis, arguments, reiteration or 

conclusion. 

g. Hortatory exposition 

Hortatory exposition text is a text to persuade the 

readers that something should or should not be the case or 

be done. The generic structure are thesis, arguments, 

recommendation. 

h. Procedure 

Procedure text is a text to help readers how to do or 

make something completely. The generic structure are 

goal/aim, materials/ equipment, step or method. 

i. Discussion 

Discussion text is a text to present information and 

opinions about issues in more one side of an issue 

(“For/Pros” and “Against/Cons”). The generic structure 

are: issue, arguments for and against, conclusion. 

j. Review 

Review text is a text to critique or evaluate an art 

work or event for a public audience. The dominant 

generic structure are orientation, evaluation, interpretative 

recount, evaluation, evaluative summation. 

k. Anecdote 

Anecdote text is a text to share with others an account 

of an unusual or amusing incident. The generic structure 

are abstract, orientation, crisis, reaction, coda. 

l. Spoof  

Spoof text is a text to tell an event with a humorous 

twist and entertain the readers. The generic structure are 

orientation, event (s), twist. 

m. News item 

News item text is a text to inform readers about 

events of the day which are   considered   newsworthy or   

important.   The   Dominant   generic structure are news 

worthy event (s), background event (s), sources.
38

 

                                                           
38 Sanggam Sihaan and Kisno Shinoda, Generic Text Structure, 

(Yogyakarta: Graha Ilmu, 2008), p. 1 
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Based on the explanation, it can be concluded that text is text 

is a unit of meaning and text is meaningful of linguistic. A 

linguistic unit is a phoneme, a word, a phrase, a morpheme, a 

clause, a sentence or a discourse. Furthermore, students have to 

know that text in English are divided into several types, namely 

narrative, recount, descriptive, report, explanation, analytical 

exposition, hortatory exposition, procedure, discussion, review, 

anecdote, spoof, and news item. The following will be explanation 

about narrative text. 

 

E. Narrative Text 

Narrative text is a piece of text which tells a story and in 

doing so entertains and informs the reader or listener.
39

 It means 

that narrative text is a type of text in English to tell a story that has 

a series of interconnected events. It presented to entertain readers 

or listeners. 

Narrative is a piece of writing that tells a story. The story can 

be imaginary or based on a real incident.  A narrative tells about 

something that happened in the past.
40

 Moreover, narrative is a 

text that contains stories such as folk tales, fables, legends, etc. 

Which is a narrative text that contains a story by presenting a 

sequence of events and the characterized actors. as a hero or a 

coward. It can be concluded that the narrative text is a spoken or 

written text to communicate a message, which is used to interpret 

its meaning in the story. 

Narrative text consists of generic structure as follow: 

1. Orientation 

It introduces the story to the participants and informs 

the setting. Usually, the writer explains when the story 

happened and where it happened. 

 

 

                                                           
39Anderson, Mark and Anderson, Kathy. Text Types in English 2, (South 

Yarra: Macmillan Education Australia PIY LTD,1997), p. 8 
40 Ng Foo Mun, Ng Lai Foong, Ng How Seng and Gabriel Mich. Kia Tolok, 

Creative English: Workbook, (Jakarta: Penerbit Erlangga, 2008), p.8 
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2. Complication 

It tells the escalating crisis from the event. This is the 

climax of the narrative. In the middle of the story, the 

narrator generally shows its complication. Complications 

make the story more interesting because the main 

character is prevented from achieving what he or she 

wants. In this section, the narrator raises issues that occur 

in the story. A complication is a description of real life 

and tells the reader that any problem can be resolved. 

3. Resolution 

After spelling out the many problems in the narrative 

climax, the narrator then tells the reader about solving the 

problem. A resolution is a crisis that is resolved, good or 

bad. A satisfying narration will provide the reader with a 

resolution to a problem or complication. Generally, the 

resolution is placed at the end of the narration, but 

sometimes the narrator will place a problem or other 

complication after he or she conveys the resolution of the 

problem. It is used so that the story does not come to an 

end. In short, resolution is the end of the story. 

4. Re-orientation 

Re-orientation is optional of generic structure of 

narrative text. So, sometimes there is a re-orientation and 

sometimes it is not in the narrative text. Usually at the end 

of the story or the closing of the event.
41

 

The language features of narrative text as follow: 

1. Using noun and pronoun to identify people, thing, animals 

involved. For example: Queen, princess, she, he, etc. 

2. Specific participant is special characteristics object. For 

example: Aladdin, Cinderella, etc. 

3. Using adjective are useful to shape noun phrase. For 

example: beautiful white skinned lady, etc. 

                                                           
41Peter Knap and Megan Watkins, Genre, text, grammar: technologies for 

teaching and assessing writing. (Australia: University of New South Wales. 2005) 

p.223 
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4. Using time connective and conjunction to sequence the 

events. For example: however, when, then, suddenly, etc. 

5. Using adverb and adverbial phrases to indicate time and 

place. For example:  once upon a time, there, here, at 

home, etc.
42

 

The example of narrative text: 

The Story of Toba Lake
43

 

Once upon a time, there was a 

man who was living in north 

Sumatra. He lived in a simple hut 

in a farming field. The did some 

gardening and fishing for his 

daily life. 

One day, while the man was 

do fishing, he caught a big golden 

fish in his trap. It was the biggest 

catch which he ever had in his 

life. Surprisingly, this fish turned 

into a beautiful princess. He felt 

in love with her and proposed her 

to be his wife. She said; “Yes, but 

you have to promise not to tell 

anyone about the secret that I was 

once a fish, otherwise there will 

be a huge disaster”. The man 

made the deal and they got 

married, lived happily and had a 

daughter. 

Few years later, this daughter 

would help bringing lunch to her 

father out in the fields. One day, 

                                                           
42 Fatuni’mah, The teaching reading narrative text through PQ4R Strategy at 

the ninth grade students of SMP NU Ma’arif Jatinegara in the academic year of 2015/ 

2016. Islamic University of Semarang, p.35 
43Narrative text, available on: https://freeenglishcourse.info/story-of-

narrative-text/. Accessed on March, 22nd, 2021. At 03.00 p.m.   

Orientation 

Complication 

https://freeenglishcourse.info/story-of-narrative-text/
https://freeenglishcourse.info/story-of-narrative-text/
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his daughter was so hungry and 

she ate his father’s lunch. 

Unfortunately, he found out and 

got furious, and shouted; “You 

damned daughter of a fish”. The 

daughter ran home and asked her 

mother. The mother started 

crying, felt sad that her husband 

had broken his promise.  

Then she told her daughter to 

run up the hills because a huge 

disaster was about to come. When 

her daughter left, she prayed. 

Soon there was a big earthquake 

followed by non-stop pouring 

rain. The whole area got flooded 

and became Toba Lake. She 

turned into a fish again and the 

man became the island of 

Samosir. 

 

F. Levels of Comprehension Skills 

Burn in Kadir classifies four levels of comprehension skills, 

they are: 

1. Literal 

Literal reading refers to the straight forward meaning 

of the text, such as facts, vocabulary, times, and locations. 

Question of the literal comprehension can be answered 

directly and explicitly from the text. In our experience 

working with the teacher, we have found that they often 

check on literal reading first to make sure that their 

students have understood the basic or surface meaning of 

the text. This level is crucial to all reading skills at any 

level because a reader must first understand what the 

author said before can draw inference or make an 

Resolution 
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evaluating. Sample phrases or questions for literal level 

are as follows: 

a. Where…. 

b. When … 

c. Who …. 

d. The antonym/synonym of the words …. 

 

2. Interpretative 

Interpretative comprehension involves reading 

between the lines or making inferences. It is the process 

of deriving ideas that are implied rather than directly 

stated. Skills used in the interpretative level include, 

identifying the main idea, understanding the author's 

purpose, determining point-of-view, predicting or 

summarizing events. Sample phrases or questions for 

interpretative level are as follows: 

a. What is the main idea of…. 

b. What is the purpose of…. 

c. In what point of view…. 

d. What you can conclude …. 

 

3. Critical 

Critical reading is evaluating written materials, 

comparing the ideas discovered in the material with 

standards and drawing conclusions about their accuracy, 

appropriateness, and timeliness. It requires the reader to 

have critical thinking of what they read. They are moving 

further beyond the text and making judgments as they 

read. Students at this level make decisions, such as 

whether the text or author is accurate and reliable, or 

discern if a statement is a fact or opinion. Sample phrases 

or questions for critical level are as follows: 

a. Why …. 

b. How would you describe …. 

c. Which statement…. 

d. What do you think will happen if…. 
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4. Creative 

Creative involves going beyond the material 

presented by the author. Creative requires readers to think 

like reading only critical reading is done, and it also 

requires readers to use their imagination. In creative, 

readers try to find new alternative solutions or responses 

that the author makes.
44

 At this level, students use their 

understanding of a topic and think creatively about how to 

use and apply information to their lives or the real world. 

Sample phrases or questions for creative level are as 

follows: 

a. What can we get …. 

b. What moral value can we learn…. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
44 A. Nurfadillah Kadir, Improving Students Reading Comprehension 

Through Q Space Strategy (Question, Silence, Probe, Accept, Clarify, And 

Elaborate), (Makassar: Universitas Muhammadiyah, 2019), p.7 
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